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Defined arms; sleek shoulders; flat, tight abs; lean, firm legs -- this is the shape that women want to

get from their workouts. World-renowned trainer Hector Roca and owner Bruce Silverglade bring

Gleason's Gym's boxing secrets to your home with The Gleason's Gym Total Body Boxing Workout

for Women, outlining a step-by-step program that gets any woman into knockout shape -- fitter,

faster, and firmer than ever in just four weeks!   Boxing is not only a dynamic fitness program but

also a powerful addition to other fitness routines. Using unique combinations of muscle groups and

both aerobic and weight training movements, boxing works out the entire body at one time. You'll

lose weight; build lean, toned muscle; improve cardiovascular fitness; and feel physically and

emotionally stronger all at once.   Roca and Silverglade break down all the boxing basics, from how

to make a fist and how to stand, to more advanced boxing moves and various ways of jumping rope

and include a nutritional plan to maximize results. The Gleason's Gym Total Body Boxing Workout

for Women offers the ultimate workout for women who want to look their best, feel their best, and be

their best.
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"Gleason's Gym is an icon in the world of boxing, and Hector Roca is one of the best trainers in the

nation. I'm sure that any woman who follows the program outlined in this book will get into the

condition she's looking for. Follow it, learn it, put the gloves on, get in the ring, and look great." --

Michael Thurmond, author of 6 Day Body Makeover"Illustrations and clear instructions make this a

great primer even for women who have never laced up a pair of gloves." -- Detroit News



Hector Roca is an icon in the boxing world, most recently named the number one Spanish-speaking

trainer in the world by International Boxing Digest. Roca is a former two-time Olympic cyclist from

Panama. He has coached thirteen World Champions and trained Hilary Swank for her

Oscar-winning role in Million Dollar Baby.Bruce Silverglade is the president and owner of Gleason's

Gym since 1983. He has served as the president of the Metropolitan Amateur Boxing Federation,

chairman of the National Junior Olympic Committee, and member of the National Selection

Committee.

I found this book to be well done. It has a 4-week workout schedule with three workouts per week. I

am on the third week and not only are my arm muscles developing, but they glow when I finish a

workout and I feel great. This is a full-body workout - you don't stand still and push your arms

around. In addition to 3-minute round-style combo punches and defense, you jump rope and do

strength exercises (push ups, crunches, flutter kicks). The instruction is well-illustrated and the book

does a great job of motivating you. This can be an intense workout, but you'll feel stronger after

each one. You really need to put your all into the workout - no half-hearted punches, and no

cheating!I purchased this book to start boxing for fitness, and I love it. These are actual punches

and combos you could take to the ring someday, if you wanted. I also purchased a DVD boxing

video and I find myself drifting off and going back to this book because it encourages you to practice

numerous combos and come up with your own unique workout, not a boring jab, jab, right, hook,

repeat 10 times.Get a pair of gloves (mine are pink), pick up this book, and really work off the

pounds.

I ordered this book because I stated boxing 7 months ago and I wanted to take my training to a new

level. I really like how this book is written and the explanations it gives on not only the techniques

but the training. It lists it day by day and makes it easy to follow. The book is easy to read and

provides a lot of great information.

Book was made well and nice looking, but I never did have time to get into it. So after 3 years I got

rid of it.

Not really what I was expecting. Thought it would be a lot more moves and examples of moves

didn't really expect the background of how the gym started. Sorry that's interesting if that's what you



want just not what I wanted.

This is the best boxing book I've found. It has everything in detail! The only problem...once you

finish the entire work out, there's nowhere else to go! No further information or instruction! I'd love a

sequel! :) Their suggestion is to go to a gym. But where that's not possible it was just frustrating to

get to the end of their workout and really not know where to go next with it.

Gleason's is the Mecca of boxing and anything they endorce is worth a look, my daughters are

facinated by boxing now and I want to set them off on the right foot. The format is easy to follow and

the techniques are well illustrated. To prove it works my girls are doing the drills on their own and

both have lost over 5 pounds in the last month.

This book was fantastic, it helped guide me to figuring out that boxing was the sport for me and has

really helped open door ways to other faucets of boxing and training that have bettered my self,

emotionally, physically and spiritually. It's easy to read, easy to follow and the exerts of insight are

phenomenal.

Just rec'd this book the other day and I'm impressed by all of the good information. Although highly

detailed I did find myself looking at YouTube videos for visual examples of hand wrapping, bobbing

& weaving, and other techniques that a person like me really needs to "see." I've got my gloves and

wraps but I wasn't aware that I'd need a jumprope so I can't start the program yet. Once I do, I'll

update but for now, I just love the detail and ease of following the program in the book.
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